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Attain Wins $35+ Million National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) Contract
McLean, VA – January 24, 2018 – Attain, LLC, a leading management, technology, and strategy
consulting firm, announced today that the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has awarded the firm its
National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) Information Technology Support Services (ITSS) contract.
The NETL contract helps to enable DOE’s only government-owned and operated laboratory to realize its
vision of being a renowned fossil energy science and engineering resource, and to fulfill its role in
supporting the Department’s mission to promote the national, economic, and energy security of the
United States.
Under the NETL contract, Attain will bring the high quality professional IT services needed to meet the
business and research needs of DOE’s world class laboratory. Services include infrastructure operations,
cyber security, and enterprise application engineering, as well as program management.
“We are proud to bring technology and cyber security excellence to another leading research
environment as we support NETL and the broader DOE mission,” said Attain President and COO Manish
Agarwal. “With a track record of success at the intersections of technology, innovation and research, we
look forward to delivering an integrated CMMI, ITIL v3, and Risk Management Framework (RMF) approach
that integrates continuous service improvement throughout the lab’s research operations.”
NETL is run by the DOE Office of Fossil Energy (FE) and helps provide clean, safe, affordable, and reliable
energy to the American people. NETL conducts and manages research and development at sites in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Morgantown, West Virginia; and Albany, Oregon; with a satellite office in
Anchorage, Alaska.

About Attain

Based in McLean, Va., Attain is a leading management, technology, and strategy consulting firm comprised of
innovative problem solvers who disrupt the status quo to change the world and improve the lives of those we touch.
From strategy and digital transformation—including user-centric design, agile development, DevOps, and continuous
deployment—to cyber security, cloud services, business intelligence and analytics, infrastructure management, as well
as industry-specific operational expertise, Attain brings proven performance and forward thinking to advance our
clients’ missions across the government, education, healthcare, and nonprofit landscapes.
For more information, please visit attain.com.
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